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We are proud to introduce our new exciting patented holographic
HologramGlass™. These new laminated glass products exhibit reflective
characteristics and effects through holography technology. The patented
laminated inner layer provides a look never seen before in glass. When
lit properly the holographic images not only pop with color but will also
move as you move past the glass. Available in various thicknesses with
mirror or colored backing. Various edge work options are available as well.
HologramGlass™ can be used for interior or exterior applications. Holographic
technology is the main feature of our laminated glass. However, light is the
determining factor as to the behavior and characteristics of this truly exciting
product. Light can either intensify or reduce the visual impact of this product.
We offer 6 standard designs and the standard sheet sizes for Holographic
Glass are 40”x 84” and 40”x 96”. Crystal and Hyperplaid are available in
extended widths of 55”. All patterns are limited to 120” long.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Composition – HologramGlass™ decorative window glazing product is
an approved safety glass exhibiting transmissive and reflective characteristics and effects through holography technology. It is constructed of
two pieces of clear or tinted, annealed, float or tempered glass with a
patented interlayer system between the layers of glass. The interlayer
system consists mainly of poly vinyl butyl (PVB) or cold applied system
with the holography applied within the interlayer system. Mirror may be
substituted for one layer of glass for full reflection capabilities.
Basic Uses – HologramGlass™ can be used wherever standard glass is
used. Since it is laminated it is a safety glass as well. HologramGlass™ is
currently approved for interior as well as exterior applications such as
glass curtain walls, partition glass, hand and guardrail systems, casework,
furniture glass, tabletops, and shower doors. Because it is laminated it
can be used in lieu of safety or tempered glass.
FABRICATION
HologramGlass™ is fabricated using techniques commonly found for other
laminated glass products such as water jet cutting, also the product edge
polishes well with normal polishing systems. Holes of any common fastening
size can be drilled for various mounting techniques. HologramGlass™ can
be fabricated in thicknesses of 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, etc., for the
desired strength, depending on application.
MAINTENANCE
HologramGlass™ should be cleaned using a clean, soft cloth or sponge
with normal glass cleaners.
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